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Abstract: Environment plays a significant role in shaping human history, culture, and literature. The Ṛgvedic 

poetry presents the description and worship of nature in metaphorical renditions expressed through imagery 

culled from the environment. Imagery often transcends personal experiences to universal measures where the 

empirical universe is transmuted to a spiritual one. The arts, artifacts, technical and scientific knowledge of 

the time get expressed through poetic images. This article attempts to explore environment depicted in 

Ṛgvedic poetry with subtle examination of the imageries that stand true across times and spaces.  
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Environment plays a significant role in shaping human history, culture, and literature. It has been the source of 

inspiration for the poets of all times and climes. The worship of the environmental natural phenomenon begins 

in India with the hymns of the Ṛgveda, the most ancient poetry of mankind. There every piece of poetic art is 

made up of images that make concrete the sense and awareness. Powerful human feelings are made visible at 

every step in every image. Imagery is the use of language to represent objects, actions, feelings, thoughts, ideas, 

states of mind and any sensory or extra-sensory experience. An image does not mean only a mental picture. 

Most of the images are conveyed by figurative language, as in metaphor, simile, synecdoche, onomatopoeia, and 

metonymy. To psychologists and many critics imagery is the expression of sense experience in any poetic art 

channeled through visual, olfactory, tactile, auditory, gustatory, abstract and kin aesthetic experiences which 

impress upon the mind to recall the original sensation as vividly as possible. It is the decorative device as well as 

the essence of intuitive language (Cuddon 413). Through imagery a poem represents feelings in a transmuted 

form. The literary devices raise the chaotic feelings and sensation of human heart to the status of images that 

reveal the special genius of the language. The above devices familiarize the unfamiliar by comparison and 

contrast and contribute to the beauty of the poem. Comparison in poetic language is universal, but disparities 

between two objects are significant when they are brought together by an anterior perception of their 

resemblances (Fogle 14). Good imagery is richly evocative and John Middleton Murry terms it as “the 

instinctive and necessary act of the mind exploring reality and ordering experience” ( Fogle 23). With the above 

points and parameters in view this paper intends to discuss the figurative elements of Ṛgvedic poetry influenced 

by the environments. Whether natural phenomenon alone influenced Vedic life and poetry? Whether the Vedic 

poets advanced images from the day to day elements of use and support? Have the scientific elements of the 

time been reflected through the poetry of the age? The objective of this research is to answer such queries 

through textual interpretation by application of various cultural and linguistic norms.     

The figures of speech, considered to be the vehicle of images, reflect the Vedic environment and capture the 

interest and attention of the readers. With the limited scope of this article a few figures of speech have been 

noted for appraisal. In poetic art Upamā (simile) is the primary figure of sense. It is the resemblance between 

two things (subject of description and object of comparison) expressed in a single sentence and un occupied by 

statement of difference (Kane 89). Yāska enumerates the opinion of Gargya and says that when an object bears 

(some) resemblance to another, which is otherwise dissimilar, is denoted by a simile. Yāska in the Nirukta, 3.13 

postulates that  function of simile (Upamā) is to compare an inferior quality, or an unknown object, with a 

higher quality, or a very well known object. Besides there is also comparison of the higher with the inferior. 

Durga Singha commenting on Yaska notes that such definition may be relevant to the Vedas only (Sarup 47). 

The Vedic seers are fully familiar with the terms like upamā, upāmānam, pratimanām, īdṛśa, sadṛśa, yathā etc 

and the particles like cit, nu, vat, ā, etc. which promote the spirit of comparison in the figure of speech like 

simile(upamā).                                                                                                                                        

In the Ṛgveda, 1.124.7 the novel use of similes by the Vedic seers may be seen as follows: 

                      abhrāteva puṁsa eti pratīcī gartārugiva sanaye dhanānām I 

                      jāyevapatya uśatī suvāsā uṣā hasreva niriṇīte apsaḥ II     (Trivedi, 2:25) 

“She seeketh men as she who hath no brother, mounting her car, as’twere to gather riches. Dawn, like a loving 

matron for her husband smiling and well attired unmasks her beauty”(Tr. Griffith 86 ).This is the humanized 
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description of Uṣā(early dawn). One meets with a crescendo of similitudes when the subject of description(Uṣā) 

is compared to numerous objects of comparisons like abhrāteva(like a lady having no brother), gartārugiva 

(like a lady mounting her car) jāyeva (like a loving matron), and hasreva (like a smiling lady). Here is seen the 

description of erotic sentiment with familial, kin aesthetic, social, and erotic images respectively. 

 Another domestic image of our living environment is seen in the poetic lines presented in the figure of sense 

upamā in the description of Indra’s valour in killing the demon Ahi in the Ṛgveda 1.32.02:  ahannahiṁ parvate 

śiśriyāṇaṁ tvastāsmei vajraṁ svarjaṁ tatakṣa I   vāśrā iva dhenavaḥ syandamānā anjaḥ 

samudramavajagmurāpaḥ II (Trivedi,I.276). “He slew the Dragon lying on the mountain: his heavenly bolt of 

thunder Tvaṣṭar fashioned. Like lowing kine in rapid flow descending the waters glided downward to the 

ocean.”(Tr. Griffith 20). Sāyaṇa in his commentary explains Ahi as Megha or the cloud: “parvate śiśriyāṇaṁ 

āśritaṁ ahiṁ meghaṁ ahan hatavan…… Tvaṣṭa viśvakarmā etc.” The weapon wielded by Indra was prepared 

by Tvaṣṭa or the creator himself. Like a lowing cow with flowing milk moving speedily towards the calf, the 

water of the cloud (Ahi being killed) rushed forth towards the ocean. The object of comparison is the speedly 

movning lowing cow for the calf in the evening. It is a very powerful domestic image, ever fresh and new, 

evoking emotions in the hearts of the connoisseurs. Another familial image (simile) is seen in the invocation to 

Agni(Ṛgveda,1.1.9) when the poet-seer sings: sa naḥ piteva sunave’gne supāyano bhava I  sacasvā naḥ 

svastaye(Trivedi,1.46). “Be to us easy of approach, even as a father to his son: Agni, be with us for our 

weal”(Tr.Griffith 1). Besides an instance of fully developed upamā(simile) and viśeṣokti(Peculiar Allegation) 

may be read in the Ṛgveda,10.71.04 as follows: 

                           utatvaḥ paśyannadadarśa vācamutatvaḥ śṛṇvannaśṛṇotyenāṁ I 

                           utotvasmeitanvaṁ visasre jāyevapatya uśatī suvāsāḥ II (Trivedi, 8.155) 

 “One man has never seen Vāk, and yet he seeth : one man hath hearing but never heard her. But to another hath 

she shown her beauty as a fond well-dressed women to her husband” (Tr. Griffith 584). Here first half of the 

poem is an illustration of viśeṣokti as inspite of the existence of cause, the effect is absent- “sati hetau 

phālabhāve  viśeṣoktiḥ” (Sāhityadarpaṇa,10.67). The second half is a clear instance of simile (purṇā śrautī 

vākyagā upamā) 

Rūpaka (metaphor)) is a basic figurative device in any literature where one thing is described in terms of 

another. Usually a comparison in metaphor is implicit where as in simile it is explicit. Its definition attempted by 

Mammata in the Kāvyaprakāsa, 10.93 may be read as follows: “Where there is non-difference between the 

‘object compared to’ and the ‘object compared’, it is Metaphor. What is meant by ‘non- difference’ is that the 

idea of non-difference which is based upon extreme likeness between two objects, where difference is not 

entirely concealed. In cases where what is imposed upon, so the objects imposed also are directly mentioned by 

words, it is that Metaphor which is called ‘Universal’ – in the sense that the whole (samasta) of what is imposed 

(nyasta) is its expressed objective(viṣaya)’   (Tr. Jha 369). 

The linguist Roman Jakobson (1896-1982) through his study of aphasia (a language disorder resulting 

from memory loss), promotes the theory that language disorder acts on the two axes of the language in different 

ways so that those suffering from a ‘continuity disorder’ tend to use substitution (i.e. metaphor) and those 

suffering from ‘similarity disorder’ tend to use association (i.e. metonymy). The structuralist Ferdinand de 

Saussure (1857-1913) described language as ‘a system of interdependent terms in which the value of each term 

results solely from the simultaneous presence of the others’. He also admits two dimensions in the relationship 

of words: (a) the syntagmatic or ‘horizontal’ relation as seen in the use of ‘metaphor’; (b) the associative or 

vertical relations which is also described as paradigmatic and is seen in the use of ‘metonymy’ (Cuddon 

507&891). Keeping the above theory of figure of speech in view metaphorical use of the language in some 

important figures of speech in Ṛigvedic poetry may be accepted for analysis.  The Ṛgveda, 5.54.12 reads as 

follows:    

                          taṁ nākamaryo agṛbhī ruśatpippalaṁ maruto vidhūnutha  I           

                         samacyanta vṛjanātitvaṣanta yatsvarantighoṣaṁ vitatamṛtāyavaḥ II (Trivedi,4.110-11) 

‘Maruts, in eager stir ye shake the vault of heaven, splendid beyond conception, for its shining fruit. They 

gathered when they let their deeds of might flash forth. The pious ones send forth a far-resounding shout’. In 

any Indian literature Pippalaṁ is used as a metaphor for worldly riches and enjoyment. When Griffith notes 

ruśatpippalam as shining fruit of the heaven Sāyaṇa interprets the same as the shining water bodies of the sky 

and pious mighty deeds can only meet such prosperous objects of enjoyment. In another mantra both Agni and 

Pṛśni are presented as Bulls, the metaphor of power, valour and strength: “Agni the Bull, the manly, hath been 

sprinkled with oil upon his back, by law eternal. He who gives vital power goes on unswerving. Pṛśni , the bull 

has milked the pure white udder” (Tr. Griffith 202). Here in vṛṣabhaḥ Agniḥ and vṛṣā Pṛśni the Bull is used as a 

universal metaphor 

(q.v.). However, the words for the Bull- vṛṣabha and vṛṣā have been interpreted by Sāyaṇa differently as 

abhimataphalavarṣaka (showering favourable fruits on the worshipper) and apānivarṣaka (showering water by 

milking the sky) respectively. The line ‘sukraṁ duduhe pṛśṇirūdhaḥ’ is interpreted by Sāyaṇa as “pṛśni (the 

sun-god) milked the ūdhaḥ (the udder), which stands as a metaphor suggesting either the sky or the cloud 
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(Trivedi,3.381). Both the interpretations above show that Vedic language was metaphorical and most of the 

metaphors were drawn from natural environment. 

Atisayokti (hyperbole) is figure of sense and Mammaṭa in the Kāvyaprakāśa, 10.100 attempts the definition as 

follows:  “It is to be known as the Hyperbole- (a) when the object to be described is indicated as swallowed up 

by the other; - (b) when the object to be described is presented as another;- (c) when there is an assumption 

introduced by some term meaning ‘if’; - and (d) when there reversal of normal order of sequence between a 

cause and its effect.(Tr. Jha390) A mantra with bird imagery in the Ṛgveda,1.164.20 reads:  

                  dvā suparṇā sayujāsakhāya samāṁ vṛkṣaṁ pariṣasvajāte I 

                 tayoranyaḥ pippalaṁ svadvattynaśna nnanyo abhicākaśīti II (Trivedi,2.271) 

 “ Two Birds with fair wings, knit with bonds of friendship, in the same sheltering tree have found a refuse. One 

of the twains eats the sweet Figtree’s fruitage; the other eating not regardeth only”(Tr.Griffith111). Here in the 

above instance the objects of comparison (viṣayin/upamāna/aprastuta) dvā sūparṇā (two birds) have completely 

swallowed up (taken the place of) the subjects of description i.e. ātmā (individual soul) and paramātmā 

(Supreme soul) respectively. The fruitage of the sweet fig tree is a metaphorical description symbolizing the 

enjoyment of worldly riches. Another instance of hyperbole may be outlined in the Ṛgveda, 4.58.3 as follows: 

                      catvāri śṛṅgā trayo asya pādā dve śīrṣe saptahastāso asya I 

                     tridhā baddho vṛṣabho roravīti mahodevo martyāṁ āviveśa II (Trivedi,3.627-28). 

“Four are his horns, three are the feet that bear him; his heads are two, his hands are seven in number. Bound 

with a triple bond the Steer roars loudly: the mighty God has entered in to mortals” (Tr.Griffith 236). Numerous 

interpretations have been attempted on these lines. As per Patanjali’s grammatical school of interpretation 

(Tripathy, 30-33) the viṣayas or the linguistic subjects of description like four types of words (nāma, ākhyāta, 

upasarga, nipāta), three divisions of time (past, present, future), two characteristics of words (shoṭa - the idea 

which burst out or flashes on the mind when a sound is uttered, dhvani-suggestion), seven bibhaktis (case-

endings),three places of stoppage ( uraḥ-chest, kanṭhaḥ - throat, śīrṣaḥ - head ) have been completely swallowed 

up by the viṣayins (objects of comparison) like four horns, three feet, two heads, seven hands, three stoppages 

respectively. The roaring of vṛṣabha (the steer) is a metaphorical presentation of the articulated language. But 

Sāyaṇa interprets the same with reference a symbol of sacrificial imagery where the viṣayas like four Vedas, 

three savanas (sacrificial libations), two categories of sacrifice (Brahmaudana, Pravargya),seven Vedic metres, 

three sources of sacrifice (Mantra, Kalpa, Brāhmaṇa) have been replaced respectively by the viṣayins noted 

supra. So this description completely corresponds to the figure of speech atiśayokti / hyperbole (q.v.). In the 

hymns to Indra – Agni (Ṛgveda, 6.59.6 cf. Trivedi,4.595) the reader meets with the mystic elements in poetry in 

the description of Uṣas. The maid (uṣas), the footless has come un to those who have feet. Stretching her head 

and speaking loudly with her tongue, she has gone downward thirty steps (Griffith 322). The steps here 

symbolize thirty days of a month. Indra in Soma’s rapture rending the slow steeds of Uṣas with his rapid 

courserers crushed her car with his thunderbolt (Griffith 140: Ṛgveda,2.15.6). This metaphorically presents the 

gradual extinction of Uṣas (Dawn) at the advent of the day (Indra / Sun). Thus the above descriptions show that 

Vedic poets gave birth to elusive nature of symbolic poetry. 

In Ṛgvedic India people lived a very active and cheerful life and visualized art and beauty in their surroundings 

as well as in their fellow beings. In this pastoral golden age of poetry the figurative language was drawn from 

rearing of cattle, lowing of the cows and bull, milk and butter, sword and skin, shipping and gold, gods and 

music, women and angels, art and nature. The entire environment sans tiger and ficus indica got reflected in 

poetry (Sastri 281). The original images drawn from these sources give vent to complex human feelings and 

experiences. The galloping horses of Indra are compared to rivers and at the same time with swiftly moving 

birds attracted towards the bait: “Speeding like rivers rushing down a steep descent, responsive to the urging 

call. That come like birds attracted to the bait, held in by reins in both the driver’s hands”(Tr.Griffith 312. C.f. 

Ṛgveda, 6.46.14).  Indra urges charges to the speed of the horses on the toilsome path like falcon, eager for 

renown (Ṛgveda, 6. 46.13: Trivedi 519). The night and dawn are invoked as gods in human forms: “Night and 

Dawn lauded, hither come together, both smiling, different are their forms in colour” (Tr. Griffith 162). The 

hymns are said to be the ships for Aswinas, the heaven is also their wide vessel and their chariot waits on the 

shore of floods (Griffith 30). Agni is prayed to fulfill the day to day environmental necessity like chariot and 

boat with moving feet and constant orage (Griffith 97). The thunder-armed Indra is prayed to make the heroes 

militant with missiles to conquer the embattled foes. With some drinks the belly of Indra swells like ocean in the 

war. He is prayed to grant excellence of wealth like a ripe branch to the worshipper (Griffith 5).  

 Savitar, the sun-god, is the Vedic god of nature. Born on his golden chariot he comes to take care of every 

creature and gives rest to both mortals and immortals. The god from the far distances chases from the people all 

distress and sorrow. In his heroic march his chariot is decked with colors, pearls, golden poles and like a mighty 

warrior invades and conquers the darksome regions. His white footed horses draw the car and manifest light to 

all the peoples. The golden handed Savitar goes on his way between earth and heaven. Dispelling gloom the god 

drives away sickness, the Rākṣasas and Yātudhānas. (Griffith 23-24). 
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Uṣas (the early dawn) is the daughter of the sky, who is red-hued, who is also compared to a dappled mare 

(Griffith 19). Soma-juice is the herbal product of the natural environment. Soma is prayed as a glorious Vedic 

God to flow on to the singers to enrich them and to drive their enemy away. Again he will send down rain from 

heaven, a stream of opulence from earth and to grant victory in the war (Griffith 475). 

 Indra, Soma, Savitar, Agni, Uṣas etc. are the natural phenomena personified as Vedic Gods. Poets gave 

figurative decoration to nature. In the observation of P.S. Sastri : “The moon is a lover and the stars and moon 

light are his beloveds. Even the sun is a star. The year is a grand wheel and the seasons and months are the 

spokes. The seasons are twins, and the days and nights are children. Heaven and earth are the grandparents and  

painters. Day and Night are sisters and lovers. The poets drag in the imagery taken from women, and bequeath a 

rich poetic heritage” (Sastri 315).  

The exploits of the weapons of war are seen in the Ṛgveda, 6.75.1-19. Two arms of the bow meeting like a 

woman and her lover bear their child upon their bosom. Here child is the metaphorical presentation of the arrow. 

Iṣudhi (quiver) is called the father of many sons and daughters since the word iṣu (arrow) belongs to both 

masculine and feminine genders. He vanquishes all opposing bands and enemies. Arrow is the personified Vedic 

deity who is dressed in eagle’s feathers, and bound with cow-hide. She is prayed for shelter and protection in 

war (Griffith 331). 

The images of occupations are wrought in poetry. The praises of song for Indra is compared to a well designed 

chariot (Ṛgveda,161.4-Griffith 40). The new prays offered to Indra is like fair and well-made robes and again it 

is a car prepared by a deft crafts man (Griffith 249/Ṛgveda,5.29.15). The smelting of the metal by an artisan 

simultaneously signifies purification and sanctification. The Gods like Angiras are  purifying their humanity as 

the ore is purified by smelting. They enkindle Agni and exalt Indra and come encompassing the stall of cattle 

(Griffith 201). 

Gold plays a prominent role in the figurative language of the Vedas. This is also a symbol of prosperity 

signifying beauty, sanctity and happiness. The God Savitar is gold-eyed and offers treasures to the worshipper. 

He is golden-handed who offers abundant gold to the worshipper (yajamānebhyo dātuṁ hiraṇyaṁ haste 

dhṛtavān-sāyaṇa : Trivedi,1.314). Maruts the increaser of rain with golden fellies drive forward the clouds like 

wanderers on the way and move to the places of sacrifice (Ṛgveda 1.64.11 : Trivedi,1.533). Maruts come with 

golden footed horses wield thunder and wear swords of gold (Ṛgveda 8.7.27 & 32). 

The images of animals and birds enrich the poetic comparison of some important gods like Indra, Agni, Sūrya, 

Dyāus, Viṣṇu, Rudra, Bṛhaspati, Marut etc. They  are valorous like bulls. The cloud is a wild boar hunting 

through the mountains. In the hymn to Viśvedevas the bird image is very much striking:  suparṇa eta āsate 

madhya ārodhanodivaḥ I  te sedhanti patho vṛkaṁ tarantaṁ yahvatīrapovittaṁ me asya rodasī II  “High in the 

mid ascent of heaven those Birds of beauteous pinion sit. Back from his path they drive the wolf as he would 

cross the restless floods”.  Sāyaṇa interprets suparṇa  as the symbol for rays of the sun and vṛka (wolf) as the 

symbol for the moon. The light is driving out the moon from the heaven. With the image of birds and animals 

this may be considered a very wonderful symbolic poem (Tr. Griffith 68 cf. Ṛgveda,1.105.11-Trivedi, 1.714). 

Maruts are very bright, self strong like mountains and glide swiftly. Assuming strength among the bright flames 

they consume the forest like wild elephants. Exceedingly wise they roar like lions.  All possessing they look 

very beautiful like antelopes and destroy the foes of the worshippers (Ṛgveda,1.64-7-08 : Trivedi, 1.531). God 

Soma viewing heaven and earth runs like a darting deer. The cows sing for Soma with joy as a woman to her 

love (Ṛgveda 9.32.4-5). Asvinas are said to have come to the place of sacrifice like a pair of deer or a pair of 

wild cattle to the mead (Ṛgveda 5.78.2). God Soma, like a swan, makes all his company to sing his song of glory 

(Ṛgveda 9.32.3). Asvinas fly to the place of sacrifice like two swans to their place of food/ juice (Ṛgveda, 

5.78.3). They are described to reach the distressed Atri with the speed of a falcon (Ṛgveda, 5.78.4). The moon is 

the purple-tinted Eagle who looks down on the waters (Ṛgveda 10.30.2: Trivedi 7. 506). The bird-imagery (q.v.) 

symbolizes purity, beauty, loveliness, swiftness with lofty and high soaring ideals of life. 

 Besides, we get images from the useful objects and articles of day to day life. In the hymn to Jñānam it is noted 

that the men of wisdom have created dignified and purified language like men cleansing corn flour in a scribble. 

The fruits, blossoms and riches of Vāk (language) are never enjoyed by the ignorant (Ṛgveda 10.71.2 & 5). The 

god’s supreme and sole dominion, the heaven and earth are mighty mothers, and the cows are the rain clouds. 

The heavy clouds pour out their fertilizing rain like cows yielding their refreshing milk. As cow is a metaphor 

for rainclouds, the Bull is the metaphor for Indra, who is Parjanya the god of rain clouds (Griffith 194 c.f. 

Ṛgveda, 3.55.16-17).   

It is observed that imagery of the Vedic poets culled from environment are of universal acclaim. They 

familiarize the unfamiliar and make the personal experience of the poet universal. Vāmana observes the poetry 

to be the happy marriage of sound and sense realized through figurative speech which is the secret of its charm 

and lusture (Vāmana, 1.1 & 2 : Jha, Bechan 3 & 6). Ṛgvedic poetry presents the description of the landscape, 

animation and worship of nature through metaphorical language which sheds light on Vedic life and 

environment. Winternitz observes that ‘some pearls of lyrical poetry, which are charming by virtue of the 

beauties of nature’ repeatedly set their mark in the Ṛgvedic songs of love (Winternitz 83). The natural 
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environments get humanized forms and at many a point the empirical universe gets transmuted to a spiritual one 

through imagery. All aspects of human life embraced by imagery reveal that Vedic people experienced pastoral 

as well as rich urban civilization. Human life was meaningful when linked to the life of nature, and nature cut 

off from human life and animal-dom was considered meaningless. The day to day articles and utensils like 

cribble, sword, gold, ship, chariot etc.; the scientific improvisations like smelting of oars, melting of gold etc.; 

martial and technical systems like spinning, weaving etc. also enriched and influenced imagery which comes 

through the poetry of the age. Vedic imagery was symbolic and suggestive of ethereal beauty which influenced 

post-Vedic poets like Asvaghoṣa, Kālidāsa, and Māgha. Such descriptions surpass the spatio-temporal barriers 

for human communion with the sublime. In post-Ṛgvedic incantations people continue to invoke peace and bliss 

in the environment, which is relevant even today: dvauḥśāntirantarikṣaṁśāntiḥ pṛthivīśāntirāpaḥśānti 

roṣadhayaḥṣāntiḥ I vanaṣpatayaḥśāntiḥrviśvedevāḥśantirbrahmaśāntiḥ sarvaṁ śantiḥ, śāntirevaśāntiḥ sā mā 

śāntiredhi II (Yajurveda  36.17 : Vedantatirtha 466). ‘Let there be balance in the space, let there be balance in 

the atmospheric region(sky), let there be peace on earth, let there be calmness in waters, let there be preservation 

of plants, let there be growth in the trees, let there be grace of Gods in the universe, let there be bliss in the 

Supreme Spirit, let there be balance in all the objects, let there be rule of peace and peace alone, let the peace 

from all sources dwell in our heart’.   
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